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Abstract
Laboratory sessions (labs) in geology, like in many other fields of science, provide
crucial practical learning experiences that teach skills and apply the theory learned
during lectures. In mineralogy and petrology courses, polarised light microscopy in
particular helps students build fundamental geological skills through inquiry-based
learning, and hands-on use of an analytical instrument. From 25 March to 27 April
2020, New Zealand was placed under lockdown due to the community
transmission of the COVID-19 virus. Geology undergraduates at the University of
Canterbury (UC) were consequently unable to attend their weekly physical labs.
As such, the Virtual Microscope/Demonstrator (VMD 1.0) was developed with the
assistance of the teaching staff. The VMD 1.0 was a two-part online platform which
allowed students from the introductory igneous and metamorphic petrology and
petrography course at UC to complete their lab work and receive feedback
remotely during the lockdown period.
In the VMD 1.0, a virtual microscope (VM) and virtual demonstrator (VD) worked
together to provide students with a lab experience as close to face-to-face as
practical. The VM provided students remote access to samples while the VD would
provide students with feedback by utilising of a step-by-step guide through the
sample. This guided learning provided by the VD is what sets the VMD platform
apart from other online microscopes.
During 2020, students used the VMD 1.0 as a replacement for labs, this was not
necessary in 2021, as they were able to attend all their labs face-to-face. As such,
the VMD 1.0 was modified to act more as a supplementary tool in a blended lab
setting (VMD 2.0). This research examines student reflections to assess the
effectiveness of both the VMD 1.0 and 2.0, informed by prior work on digital
microscopes and remote learning.
In 2020 36 students in the course gave their consent to take part in this study, in
2021 39 students from a different cohort gave their consent. Both sets of students
sat lab exams at the end of each term and completed a reflective questionnaire
afterwards. These questionnaires were analysed for content in accordance with
the aims of this study. The results from the 2020 cohort show that overall, students
felt that the VMD 1.0 was beneficial to their learning experience in the absence of
face-to-face lab sessions. However, despite the effectiveness of the VMD 1.0 in
replacing face-to-face labs, students still preferred having in-person interactions
with the teaching staff and the microscopes.
The VMD 1.0 was then improved upon in 2021 based on the 2020 cohort’s
feedback and was modified accordingly to act as a supplementary tool. Changes
included: reducing the amount of information present in the VMD 2.0 to make it
more concise, improving the microscope videos, and adding multichoice questions
with directed feedback. The effectiveness of the VMD 2.0 was analysed via the
use of reflective questionnaires in the same manner as the previous year.
iii

Students’ perception of the available online material was more positive in 2021
than students in 2020, both before and after they had access to any form of the
VMD (i.e., before and during the COVID-19 lockdown). It can therefore be
concluded that the VMD 2.0 was effective as a supplementary tool for face-to-face
labs in 2021.
Students identified three key aspects of the VMD 2.0 that are supported by
educational theory: (1) the step-by-step guide provided instructional scaffolding;
(2) automated feedback provided an additional opportunity for students to obtain
an expert’s view; and (3) the convenience of access provided flexible opportunities
to reinforce concepts and skills relevant to their learning. In the future, more
research is encouraged to identify the impact that the VMD 2.0 may have on
students’ grades, and how to further improve the VMD 2.0 based on student
feedback. Overall, the VMD 2.0 has proven to be an effective supplementary tool
for students which can easily be expanded upon or adapted to suit different
educational environments and needs.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In the study of geology, laboratory sessions (labs), like in many other fields of science,
provide crucial hands-on learning experiences which supplement and help cement the
theory provided to students during lectures (Kastens et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2010;
Mogk & Goodwin, 2012). In particular, polarised light microscopy helps students build
fundamental skills and concepts important to geologists such as: three-dimensional
visualization, inquiry-based learning, and hands-on use of an analytical instrument
(Gunter, 2004). In recent times, the effects of COVID-19 have made the development
of such fundamental microscopy skills much harder as owing to government enforced
public health regulations, many tertiary institutions lost the ability to teach face-to-face.
While there are online microscope platforms available to assist teaching microscopy
in geology, none of them provide a built-in guide to help the user identify what they are
seeing in the digital images (Whalley et al., 2011; Tetley & Daczko, 2014; Herodotou
et al., 2020). As a result, the virtual microscope and demonstrator was created to fill
this gap and provide users with a guided interactive tour through rock samples under
the microscope.

1.1 Research Context
The virtual microscope and demonstrator (VMD) was implemented in an
undergraduate igneous and metamorphic petrology and petrography course at the
University of Canterbury (UC) in New Zealand (UC course code GEOL 242). This
course is a second-year geology course within the School of Earth and Environment
(SEE) at the university and is part of a 3-year undergraduate geology degree. The
course runs yearly during semester 1 (February to June) for 12 weeks, and its focus
is to teach students igneous and metamorphic mineral and rock identification.
At UC, students are taught basic mineral identification in hand samples during their
first year but have never seen samples in thin section under the microscope before.
The course includes weekly labs where students normally use a petrographic
microscope to inspect rock samples in thin section samples over a two-and-a-halfhour period. The labs are complemented with three one-hour lectures per week for the
12 weeks the course runs. After six weeks (six labs and 18 lectures) there is a change
in lecturer, and the lab and lecture material change from igneous to metamorphic. The
VMD was first implemented halfway through the course in 2020 to allow students to
complete their labs online during the COVID-19 lockdown of New Zealand.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the New Zealand Government introduced the
“COVID-19 Alert System” on 21 March 2020 to manage and minimise the risk of
COVID-19 transmission in the country. Each level of the Alert System comes with its
own set of restrictions, with the severity of restrictions increasing from level of 1
through to 4 to help minimise the impact and spread of the virus (Ministry of Health).
The Alert Level was initially set at Level 2 but was raised to Level 3 on 23 March 2020
and then again to Level 4 on 25 March 2020 as the virus spread through the country.
At Alert Level 4, the country went into lockdown as sustained and intensive community
transmission of the COVID-19 virus was occurring with widespread outbreaks in
different parts of the country. This lockdown lasted until 27 April 2020 when the Alert
Level was lowered to Level 3, however, business as normal did not return until 13 May
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2020 when the country came back down to Alert Level 2. During the 33-day lockdown
in Level 4, people were instructed to stay at home in their “bubble”. Other than for
essential purposes, travel was severely limited, and educational facilities including UC
were closed. As such, students were unable to attend the labs and lectures in person
on the university campus. Even in Level 3 and to begin with in Level 2, students were
encouraged to stay at home and learn/study remotely. Since this was the first COVID19 lockdown that New Zealand was going through, it took the university management
some time to work through the implications of the different alert levels and decide what
needed to be in place to satisfy regulations. Due to the unfamiliarity and suddenness
of the situation, teaching at UC remained online for all of term 2 despite the alert level
being lowered. As a result of these lockdown measures, many educational institutions
across the globe, including UC, temporarily shifted teaching from regular in-person
lectures and labs to less personal online sessions conducted through the use of Zoom
or other such media (Ali, 2020; Evans et al., 2020; Ferdig et al., 2020). This meant
that the crucial hands-on component of the geology courses at UC would be lost if
new measures and strategies were not adopted. The loss of the labs, as well as the
general disruption due to the COVID-19 lockdown would have likely impacted
student’s performance during and post university study (Kastens et al., 2009; Nelson
et al., 2010; Mogk & Goodwin, 2012).
Due to the importance of labs in geology, a solution which would effectively allow
students to complete their labs from home was imperative, and thus the virtual
microscope and demonstrator (VMD) was created for the GEOL242 course.

1.2 Research Aims and Objectives
This research project aims to use students’ reflections on the VMD during the MarchMay 2020 COVID-19 lockdown of New Zealand to test the effectiveness of the VMD,
and thus suggest improvements that can be made in future iterations to be used in the
petrology and petrography course at UC. The blended-learning approach presented
in this study is an attempt at future-proofing geology courses at the university and in
case unexpected disasters like the COVID-19 pandemic prevent conventional
teaching methods from being utilised. Furthermore, providing students with an online
option for viewing lab material may prove beneficial to those who are unable to attend
university (e.g., health reasons, work commitments, childcare, etc). This research was
conducted following these objectives.
1. To review the literature on digital microscopes and remote learning
methodologies to provide a framework for this research.
2. To assess the VMD 1.0 as a temporary replacement for labs in 2020.
3. To use feedback from students to improve the VMD 1.0 to be effective beyond
COVID-19.
4. To identify what features made the VMD 2.0 effective as a supplementary
teaching tool for face-to-face labs in 2021.
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These objectives were answered by comparing how students in the first term of 2021
(who had access to the VMD 2.0) viewed online learning material to how students in
the first term of 2020 (who did not have access to any VMD) viewed online learning
material. The first objective to review the literature will be addressed in the following
section, 1.3. As such the remaining three objectives will be referred to from now on as
“the three main thesis objectives”. As this is a one-year long masters project, the scope
of this thesis only aims to cover three half sections of the course to allow time for data
processing.

1.3 Literature Review
COVID-19 restrictions put in place during 2020 and 2021 resulted in most tertiary
education facilities worldwide having to shift their teaching completely online (Ali,
2020; Elfirdoussi et al., 2020; Ray & Srivastava, 2020). As a result of this, tools
normally available in traditional face-to-face settings were no longer available and new
online solutions had to be developed. This literature review looks into the differences
between traditional, online, and blended learning techniques, and covers historical
examples of online teaching tools such as online microscopes and virtual fieldtrips.
Lastly, emergency online teaching tools developed as a response to COVID-19 will be
discussed.
1.3.1 Distance Learning/Education vs Traditional Learning/Education
Dating back nearly two centuries, distance education has long been accepted as a
viable option in which geographically remote students may participate in and complete
their studies (Moore et al., 2011). Over these two centuries, the emergence and
development of different technologies has brought about significant changes in how
distance learning and education is conducted. As new forms of communication, such
as the internet and the tools it provides were developed, distance learning/education
adapted to keep up with the trends. Online learning began roughly 40 years ago in the
1980s and is the most modern example of a distance learning medium (Spector, 2008;
Moore et al., 2011).
Traditional learning is the term used for regular face-to-face teaching where students
are taught by an instructor or educator in a classroom or lecture hall setting. Since
tertiary institutions are generally built around this style of education, the infrastructure
is already in place and costs tend to be low. Furthermore, in contrast to the feeling of
isolation often generated by online learning, traditional learning is known to help with
building a sense of community, which in turn helps with study (Kemp & Grieve, 2014).
Research investigating traditional learning methods shows that students can learn
more from face-to-face communications due to a variety of factors (Daymont et al.,
2011). These include social presence (Short et al., 1976), media naturalness (Kock,
2005; Kock et al., 2007), and especially, media richness (Daft & Lengel, 1986). Media
richness theory states that body language, auditory cues, other non-verbal cues, and
immediate feedback during face-to-face sessions are all beneficial in the learning
environment. Furthermore, lab demonstrators have proven to be significant
contributors in the education and development of students (Gabel, 1994; Rushin et al.,
1997; Wheeler et al., 2017). Losing access to demonstrators will undoubtedly have an
impact on a student’s opportunity and ability to learn.
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When online learning first made its appearance in the 1980s, electronic learning (elearning) also quickly became popular within educational institutions (Moore et al.,
2011; Liu et al., 2016). Since online and e-learning allows for ease of education even
through time and space, they often provide convenient, reusable, and up-to-date
information to students through various multimedia. The recent development of
learning management systems, such as “Moodle” (Al-Ajlan & Zedan, 2008) and web
resources, allow information to be disseminated and digested at much faster rates,
further fuelling the capabilities of online learning (Hurlbut, 2018). However, online and
e-learning is not without its disadvantages, as high monetary, time, and personnel
costs for preparing multimedia materials, continuous costs for platform maintenance
and updating may render this teaching style too costly for some institutions (Moore et
al., 2011). Furthermore, learners’ feelings of isolation in virtual environments have also
been documented as a barrier to online and e-learning techniques (Hara, 2000; Wu et
al., 2010; Liu et al., 2016).
Overall, online learning provides advantages over traditional learning, such as
flexibility, more student-centred learning, and self-paced learning (Halasa et al., 2020).
However, it also comes with disadvantages as it inhibits face-to-face communication
with other peers, and requires self-regulated and self-motivated students
(Abrahamson, 1998; Browne, 2005). Despite this, studies comparing online learning
and traditional learning have shown that online learning can produce equal, if not
better results than traditional learning (Tucker, 2001), and that students prefer distance
(online) learning but educators prefer traditional learning (Hannay & Newvine, 2006).
In recent years, the integration of technology into traditional learning settings has led
to the birth of a new style of education called “blended learning”.
1.3.2 Blended Learning/Education
Blended learning, the combination of traditional face-to-face learning and technology
mediated instruction, can synthesize the advantages of both traditional learning and
e-learning (Boelens et al., 2015; Rogojanu et al., 2015). In essence, blended learning
creates a middle ground between the two styles and attempts to take the best of both
worlds to create a learning environment that maximises benefits for the students
(Rogojanu et al., 2015). In most cases, blended learning has been shown to be more
effective than traditional learning (Halasa et al., 2020), with studies showing that
students achieve higher grades in blended learning classes (Azizan, 2010; Fortin et
al., 2019; Yu & Du, 2019). Some researchers consider blended learning to consist
primarily of in-class activities complemented with some online activities, while others
consider it as an integration of technology into the traditional classroom setting (Halasa
et al., 2020). As of now, blended learning, not unexpectedly, can mean different things
to educators operating out of different contexts. There is currently no consensus on
how to “blend” learning as the term is still subject to different understandings between
educators (Boelens et al., 2015; Halasa et al., 2020).
As for the VMD and the integral role it played in the teaching of igneous and
metamorphic petrology and petrography, it was integrated into GEOL242 in 2021 to
supplement the in-person labs. Since technology was merged with traditional teaching
methods, the course in 2021 can arguably be considered as one delivered in a blended
learning setting. The VMD provided an opportunity for blended learning that aimed to
maximise the learning outcomes for all students while assisting in the development of
4

important geological skills through flexible and resilient means. The VMD was used
during COVID-19 as a substitute for regular physical labs as it was not feasible for
students to attend labs in person. However, under normal circumstances, the VMD is
not intended to fully replace regular labs, but to augment and supplement them to
create a versatile blended learning environment.
1.3.3 Virtual Microscopes in Teaching
Virtual microscopes (VMs) are among the newest types of virtual learning
environments that are being utilised in tertiary education. While VMs are common in
biological and health sciences, they have not been developed so widely in Earth and
materials sciences (Herodotou et al., 2020). The reason for this seems to be that thin
section microscopy requires multiple lighting conditions and rotations to view mineral
diagnostic properties such as pleochroism, birefringence and extinction across the
slide. Despite being relatively uncommon, there are several notable examples of
geology-based VMs in the literature (Whalley et al., 2011; Tetley & Daczko, 2014;
Herodotou et al., 2020)
Past studies of virtual microscopy (although more often in a medical school context)
have shown that there is little to no difference in exam grades between traditional and
virtual teaching methods (Krippendorf & Lough, 2005; Scoville & Buskirk, 2007).
However, a study by Husmann et al. (2009) showed that it is possible that virtual
microscopy teaching methods may yield higher student grades and lower student
dropout rates. The study stated that this improvement in grades may have been
partially due to the virtual microscope being more intuitive to use than a traditional
optical microscope. As students are also able to view the same images using virtual
microscopes, this arrangement allows them to work in a group more often, thus
promoting overall class/lab cohesion, which in turn boosts interest in the course and
thus overall grades (Husmann et al., 2009).
Studies on virtual microscopy in Earth sciences such as the “Virtual Petrographic
Microscope” (VPM) developed at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia, by Tetley
and Daczko (2014) yielded similar results as Husmann et al. (2009). This study
compared the results of two cohorts of students with similar grade point averages in
their ability to identify eight common rock-forming minerals in thin section. The results
showed that there was an increase in performance when the VPM was used compared
to a previous year group which did not have access to it. On average, the group of
students exposed only to traditional teaching methods correctly identified 75% of the
minerals, whereas the cohort with access to the VPM correctly identified 81% of the
minerals. It was also revealed that students who correctly identified 100% of the
minerals during the exam increased from 11% to 24% when using the VPM. The study
thus provided evidence that students performed better when they had access to the
VPM, as this gave them the option to examine the same samples virtually as well as
in the lab, reinforcing the information and skills they had originally been taught.
Feedback gathered from teaching staff and students suggested that the VPM was well
received, and that it increased teaching and learning flexibility within the course (Tetley
& Daczko, 2014).
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While considering the advantages and disadvantages of a virtual microscope
developed in the UK called “the UK Virtual Microscope” (UKVM), one study done at
The Open University, UK, revealed an overwhelming advantage was the capability to
record and recover/revisit locations within thin sections, enabling students and tutors
to discuss features and mineral identifications (Whalley et al., 2011). Some other
noteworthy advantages highlighted in this report were that a virtual microscope
increases portability and accessibility, can provide enriched visualisation by taking
students to particularly interesting areas of the slides, and allows students to see the
samples in both plane-polarised light (PPL) and cross-polarised light (XPL)
simultaneously. The disadvantages raised were to do with concerns over the initial
high cost of digitising the slides (monetary, personnel and time wise), and that students
might feel intimidated by a physical microscope after only spending time with a virtual
one due to the increased support and versatility offered by the virtual platform.
Another study that compared two cohorts of students using the UKVM drew attention
to the fact that the UKVM tended to cater more to students in a blended learning
environment than to students in a purely digital environment (Herodotou et al., 2020).
The study found that blended learning allowed the instructors to more readily address
challenges such as monitoring student engagement, providing sufficient relevant
feedback, and fixing exigent problems such as slow loading. It was also found that
both blended and online students had a universal preference for using a physical
microscope rather than a virtual one. In addition, teachers and tutors were deemed to
be crucial in both learning experiences. Students in the online group stressed the need
for a tutor to complement online VM activities, tutorials and videos, and to provide
feedback to help cement understanding. This concurs with yet another study which
stresses the importance of tutors as facilitators of discussion in online settings (Hung
& Chou, 2015). As for the VMD, which was in-part inspired by the UKVM, its relevance
and uniqueness lies in its attempt to fill the gap in tutor/demonstrator interaction by
providing students with ready-made answers and suggestions for improvements
depending on how they responded to questions within the platform.
Overall, it appears that most studies investigating the use of VMs as replacements to
real microscopes show that both students and staff view the resource as highly
satisfactory (Whalley et al., 2011; Tetley & Daczko, 2014; Herodotou et al., 2020).
However, despite such expressions of satisfaction with VMs, students tend to lean
towards a preference for the use of a physical microscope, which suggests that VMs
are best utilised in blended learning conditions where students have access to both a
physical and a digital microscope (Herodotou et al., 2020). This observation aligns
with scholarly literature which shows that while students do equally well when using
either traditional or virtual techniques, the most ideal results thus far have come from
combining virtual and physical microscopy in a blended environment (Tetley & Daczko,
2014; Becerra et al., 2015; Brown et al., 2016; Herodotou et al., 2020)
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1.3.4 Other Virtual Geology Labs
In terms of comparability, one project at Vanderbilt University, USA, in 2015 addressed
the question, “Will exposing undergraduate geology students to optical microscopy
figures in videos prior to lab assist in the acquisitions of skills required to describe and
distinguish Earth materials?” (Vanderbilt University). In this project students were
presented with several short video clips explaining different aspects of optical
microscopy prior to their physical labs. Student performance and reflections on the
project were recorded and compared to the previous year’s results. While the project
found that there was no significant difference between the results of the 2014 and
2015 student groups, it did highlight in the reflective questionnaires that the students
generally found the pre-lab assignments to be helpful for lab exercises, and they
reported higher self-confidence levels inside and outside of the labs. A similar
approach is adopted in this study for, where a comparison of students’ reflective
questionnaires was done to gauge their thoughts on the VMD (see Chapter 3).
1.3.5 Responses to COVID-19
As a result of COVID-19 lockdown measures, many tertiary educational institutions
had to rapidly shift from their regular face-to-face teaching programmes to entirely
online teaching. Due to the rapid development of online tools and material in this
situation, this type of education was classified as “emergency remote teaching” (ERT).
ERT is defined as a temporary shift in the delivery of education to an alternative mode
of delivery due to a crisis, such as a pandemic. The difference between ERT and
regular distance education is that ERT involves the full use of distance learning
solutions for content that would otherwise have been taught face-to-face, or as
blended content with the intention to revert back once the emergency has subsided.
As such, the main objective of ERT is not to create a wholly independent education
system, but instead provide a temporary platform where content is readily and reliably
available (Elfirdoussi et al., 2020; Kawasaki et al., 2021).
In the recent study by García-Vela et al. (2020), 60 virtual lab experiments were
developed for 28 courses, and feedback from the students was collected. This
feedback showed that 63% of students found that the virtual spaces developed in
response to COVID-19 were easy to use. However, only half of them considered these
online resources useful for learning the practical component of the subjects. The study
suggested that while this may be due to the students being reluctant to adopt new
learning tools, more teaching techniques should nevertheless be explored to improve
students’ learning experiences. The study also concluded that these virtual labs were
not considered “finished products”, but more as emergent products for online teaching.
Future efforts to monitor and improve the virtual spaces based on student and teaching
staff feedback were suggested in order to produce a “finished” product. Since these
virtual labs were not considered “finished products”, it is natural that only half the
students found the resources useful. This is echoed by other recent studies that show
that online labs are not able to fully replace an in-person lab experience (Ray &
Srivastava, 2020; Delgado et al., 2021).
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As part of ongoing efforts in the area, the University of Saint Augustine for Health
Sciences, USA, developed a learning framework with beneficial strategies for virtual
learning during COVID-19 (Puzziferro & McGee, 2021). In their case, video recordings
were utilised along with 3D printed models and live feedback sessions in the labs
during the pandemic. In noticeable contrast to García-Vela et al. (2020), feedback
provided by students proved to be overwhelmingly positive, as they expressed a desire
for further interactive virtual simulation opportunities (Puzziferro & McGee, 2021).
Feedback of this encouraging nature suggests that initiatives to create successful ERT
solutions can be worth the time and effort invested.
Not unexpectedly, different institutions had different ideas and solutions in response
to the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, leading Azorín (2020) to observe
that these experiences and practices can be combined to provide solutions in future
crises. By drawing on various contextually relevant teaching ideas and solutions,
educational institutions have the option and ability to change existing systems for the
better. Interestingly too, Azorín (2020) imagines that post-pandemic schooling will
either return to traditional education methods or evolve towards even better and more
supportive blended education environments.

1.4 The Virtual Microscope/Demonstrator (VMD)
The VMD at UC is an online platform that was developed in response to the COVID19 lockdown of New Zealand. It utilises digital multimedia such as microscope videos
and images in conjunction with 3D hand sample rock models to provide an online
platform where students could complete their weekly labs from home. The VMD also
provided feedback to students while they completed weekly lab material to guide them
to more complete answers. One of the main differences between the VMD and other
virtual microscopes is that it provides tailor made feedback and offers students a
guided tour of the samples and lab material. This feedback and guided tour of samples
helped to keep learning interactive and provided an avenue for students to learn
actively. According to the literature, other VMs provide images and videos of samples
but little to no help with specific mineral identification or explanations of what the user
is seeing (Husmann et al., 2009; Whalley et al., 2011; Tetley & Daczko, 2014). The
VMD can thus be considered as an amalgamation of two separate parts or attributes.
The VM provided students with access to high quality images and videos of samples,
available at any time, while the VD provided guided feedback once students had
submitted their labs during 2020.
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1.4.1 The Virtual Microscope (VM)
While virtual environments such as virtual fieldtrips have been utilised by UC
previously (Watson, 2019), the development of a virtual microscope (VM) is a new
concept within SEE at UC. Developed in response to the COVID-19 lockdown of New
Zealand, the VM attempts to combine high resolution microscope images with videos
to assist students in igneous and metamorphic mineral, and mineral and rock texture
identification. The addition of 3D hand sample models allows for overall composition
and textural interpretation which can be combined with the microscope analysis to
allow for rock identification and overview of its geological history. This virtual
microscope allows the user to zoom in and out and pan around the sample. It also
provides rotations of the sample at specific locations on the thin section, so that
minerals can be viewed in different orientations. The user can also change the
polarisation of the image to view the sample in both PPL and XPL to aid in mineral
identification. In and of itself, this VM is very much like most other available virtual
microscopes, but one that is specifically created to host the samples used in this
course normally.
1.4.2 The Virtual Demonstrator (VD)
Due to the lack of student-laboratory demonstrator interaction caused by the COVID19 lockdown, a “virtual demonstrator” (VD) component was added to the virtual
microscope. This particular addition is what really sets the whole system apart from
other virtual microscope systems. The VD starts off by presenting the user with a wideangle view (complete view) of the sample, before zooming in to specific points of
interest within the image. Once at these points of interest, the VD guides students to
complete more comprehensive answers by querying them in the same manner a
human demonstrator would. Some of these questions include “Have you remembered
to describe the mineral colour?”, and “What property is this mineral exhibiting?” at
certain stages of the lab to remind students of important diagnostic features, and to
help them correctly identify minerals. The guided learning provided by the VD
combined with the features provided by the virtual microscope constitute the core
features of the VMD.
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1.5 Thesis Structure
This thesis has been organised into the following chapters.
•

Chapter 1 - establishes the context for this research, based on the relevant
information regarding digital microscopy and remote learning. Chapter 1
provides the framework for the development of the VMD 1.0 and its function as
a remote teaching tool during the COVID-19 lockdown of New Zealand in 2020.

•

Chapter 2 - provides an overview of the igneous and metamorphic petrology
and petrography (GEOL242) course and discusses how labs and the lab exams
were run.

•

Chapter 3 - methods and results for the first year (2020). The data collection
for this thesis extended over a period of two years (2020-2021). As the methods
and results of the first year were used to inform the methods for the second
year, this thesis is organised so that the methods and results of both years will
be presented in separate chapters. This chapter covers the methods behind the
creation of the VMD 1.0 and the results from 2020.

•

Chapter 4 - methods and results for the second year (2021). This chapter
covers the methods behind the creation of the VMD 2.0 and the results from
2021.

•

Chapter 5 - discusses the results and how they fit into the relevant literature,
before providing a summary and conclusion which includes implications for best
practice and future development.
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Chapter 2: GEOL242 Course Overview
In 2020 36 out of 66 students in the course gave their consent to take part in this study,
while in 2021 39 out of 45 from a different cohort gave their consent. The course, which
runs yearly, included weekly laboratory sessions (labs) where students normally used
a petrographic microscope to observe rock samples in thin section over a two-and-ahalf-hour period. These labs were conducted by one of the lecturers while assisted by
two to three lab demonstrators depending on availability. The labs were
complemented with three one-hour lectures per week for the 12 weeks of the course.
After six weeks (six labs and 18 lectures) there was a change in lecturer and the lab
and lecture material change from igneous to metamorphic.

2.1 Vulnerabilities to Curriculum Disruption
Although the COVID-19 lockdown affected all courses within the geology department,
the petrology and petrography course was especially vulnerable due to its reliance on
physical laboratory sessions with microscopes. As a result, the VMD was tailor made
for this course.
GEOL242 is an intermediate level geology course that focuses on igneous and
metamorphic petrology and petrography. It is the first geology course at the university
which requires students to operate a microscope to and observe and interpret rock
samples in thin section under a microscope. This includes being able to successfully
identify minerals, textures, and estimate the proportions of different minerals in the
rocks. In turn, this helps build essential microscope skills which are used in
subsequent courses during the undergraduate and postgraduate experience at the
university. If students are unable to master these skills in this course, they are likely to
face challenges in their future geology studies at the university and possibly in their
careers.

2.2 Course Description
GEOL242 runs during the first semester of each year (February to June) for 12 weeks
and is split into two six-week periods, the first of which covers igneous rocks (term 1)
and the second metamorphic rocks (term 2). At the end of each term, students sit a
lab exam which tests the material covered during the preceding six weeks (Figure 1).
Prior to these lab exams, the course lecturer will run students through a practice exam
where the lecturer and students complete the exam together so that the students have
some idea of what to expect in the real lab exam.
For the purposes of this thesis and due to the timing of the COVID-19 lockdown, the
two terms of the course will be considered separately, although the microscope and
observation skills build sequentially from term 1 to term 2. Term 1 involves an
introduction on how to operate a petrographic microscope, and presents students with
different igneous rocks, rock textures, minerals, and mineral textures which they learn
to identify, both in hand sample, and through a microscope. In term 2 the students
learn to identify metamorphic minerals and their associated textures both in hand
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sample and with a microscope. The course goals aim to develop specific geological
skills within students which included being able to:
• Identify and describe common rock-forming and economically significant minerals,
as well as igneous and metamorphic rocks, using both the microscope and hand
specimens.
• Apply mineralogical properties and concepts, such as crystal structure and solid
solution, to explain the composition and texture of rocks and mineral deposits in
different crustal contexts.
• Apply the relevant concepts of chemistry and physics to explain mineralogic, igneous,
metamorphic and ore forming processes using examples from New Zealand and the
rest of the world.
• Be enthusiastic about field and laboratory-based mineralogy and petrology.
• Appreciate that skills practiced in mineralogy, petrology and ore geology will be useful
in any future career (geological or otherwise).
Prior to the COVID-19 lockdown on 25 March 2020, students had just completed term
1, the igneous section of the course, but had not yet sat their lab exam or practice
exam (Figure 1). At this stage of the course, students are considered relatively
competent in handling a microscope and identifying igneous rocks, minerals, and their
accompanying textures. In term 2, students were exposed to metamorphic minerals
and rocks only through an online microscope as lockdown continued until four and a
half weeks into the term (Figure 1). Due to the lockdown, some students had returned
to different regions of New Zealand and had difficulty getting back to UC. Furthermore,
access to the university campus remained restricted while the implications of the
regulations of the COVID-19 Alert System were worked through by university
management. Due to the absence of some students and uncertainty in the regulations,
it was decided that teaching would be conducted online for the remainder of term 2
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Timeline of the Virtual Microscope and Demonstrator project.
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2.3 Face-to-Face Lab Structure
Two iterations of the VMD were developed during this project, and although they
function in much the same way, the first iteration of the VMD was designed to act more
as a tool to replace face-to-face labs. This section will discuss how the first iteration
was created for the course in 2020, the feedback received from students using it, and
how it was then modified to act as a supplementary tool instead of a replacement for
labs in 2021. The timeline of this project highlights some of the key points during the
course and the development of the VMD (Figure 1). This first iteration of the VMD will
now be referred to as the VMD 1.0.
The idea behind the VMD 1.0 was to create an online version of the course’s regular
face-to-face labs, as the pandemic lockdown of NZ would prevent students from being
present on campus. Students had completed the entire igneous section of the course
(term 1) with the freedom to attend face-to-face labs, however lockdown was
implemented at the end of term 1, which meant that the entire metamorphic section
(term 2) was completed online in 2020 (Figure 1). Since the VMD 1.0 attempted to
mimic these face-to-face labs, understanding how labs functioned prior to any
lockdowns is important in order to understand how the VMD 1.0 was initially
developed.
The face-to-face labs were held once a week, ran for two and a half hours, and
involved students completing a lab manual and a mineral ID book (Appendix A and B).
The lab manual contained information and assessment structured around learning
goals (Dohaney et al., 2012). It consisted of a mixture of related theory and practical
questions. Students had a full week to complete a lab in the lab manual before it was
marked and returned during lab time. When marking, the demonstrators provided
students with one-on-one feedback, and students were given completion marks for
completing the lab and answering all the questions. After marking, model answers for
that lab were made available to students to allow them to further improve their answers
if they wished to do so. Each lab presented students with multiple new thin sections
and thus new minerals to identify and become familiar with. Thus, in addition to
answering questions in the lab manual, students completed a mineral ID book with
their own description and illustrations of the minerals and key textures from that week’s
lab. The student-created mineral ID book was not marked; however, students could
use it as a resource during their lab exams at the end of each term. Each lab followed
a similar four-section format according to the layout of the lab manual (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Rough layout of the GEOL242 lab book.

Firstly, the lecturer or head demonstrator gave an introductory talk to the lab class.
This talk covered the focus of the week’s lab, new minerals and textures that were
discussed in the lectures, and which samples to use during the lab. In section 1 of the
lab, students reviewed the new concepts introduced during the week’s lectures (Figure
2). This section consisted of a few short exercises such as drawing and describing
ideal examples of new minerals and textures.
In section 2 of the lab, students identified the different minerals in hand sample and in
thin section (Figure 2). They had to justify their reasoning for the identification of a
mineral and estimate the percentages for each mineral they identified. Students were
asked to provide a rock name based on the mineral assemblage, and to draw a
representative sketch of the thin section (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Standard model answers for Lab 7 Section 2, where students identify minerals in hand sample
and thin section based on the diagnostic features they have learnt.

Section 3 typically required the most time and included multiple short-answer style
questions (Figure 2). These questions were aimed at applying the rock name and
mineral content to create a plausible rock history and tectonic environment for the
formation of the sample. Students would use both International Union of Geological
Sciences (IUGS) rock classification diagrams, based on modal mineralogy, and the
total alkali/silica (TAS) diagram, based on the geochemistry (provided) of the rock, to
determine the rock name, and justify their reasoning. The IUGS diagram utilised most
often by students was the “QAP” diagram which compares relative percentages of
quartz (Q), alkali feldspar (A), and plagioclase feldspar (P) in the rock to derive a name.
The final section, section 4, was optional as it was not marked. Students would fill out
their mineral ID book based on their observations of the new minerals introduced
during the lab (Figure 2).
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2.4 Online Lab Structure
Similar to the face-to-face labs before the COVID-19 lockdown, online labs were held
once a week during the lockdown and would run for two and a half hours. The main
differences between the online and face-to-face labs were that the online labs were
run on Zoom, and the samples were presented to the students digitally. The lecturer
led the labs with the assistance of two to three lab demonstrators, all of whom were
available to answer questions on Zoom, either verbally or using the chat function.
Instead of completing the lab manual on paper during lockdown, students were given
a Word document through the university’s teaching management system (Moodle)
containing the same questions and exercises as they would see in the lab manual for
that lab (Figure 4).

Figure 4. An overview of the lab 10 Moodle page which shows from top to bottom: link to the Lab 10
questions and exercises Word document, a link to information on a new mineral “omphacite”, the links to
the 3D rock model, digital thin section, and thin section rotations for samples PCC and L2NE.

While completing these labs, students had access to the VM component of the VMD
1.0, allowing them to view 3D models of the hand samples, images of the thin sections
of the samples (digital thin sections), and videos of the thin section being rotated at
specific locations of interest. Each of these components of the VM were accessible via
links on the Moodle page but were hosted on different websites.
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Once students finished all the questions and exercises in the Word document for that
lab, they submitted it on the Moodle page to allow the lab demonstrators to check their
work. At this stage, the VD aspect of the VMD 1.0 was introduced. After submitting
their Word document on Moodle, the VD would become available, and would guide
them through the same set of samples. Students would not be able to access the VD
until they had submitted a first attempt at the corresponding lab section (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Submission and feedback section of the Moodle page which remained locked until students completed
their first attempt at the lab questions and exercises.

The VD separates the VMD 1.0 from other available online microscopes (Leiden
University Medical Center; The Open University; University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign; University of Leeds), as the virtual environment attempts to act as a lab
demonstrator by providing students with guidance and feedback while they complete
the labs. This VD aspect of the VMD 1.0 was added alongside the VM as laboratory
demonstrators have proven to be significant contributors in the education and
development of students, and it added a more personal and interactive feel to the
platform (Gabel, 1994; Rushin et al., 1997; Wheeler et al., 2017)
The VD would guide students through the 3D rock models, the still images of the thin
sections, and videos of the samples being rotated under the microscope. Questions
posed by the VD, such as “Have you described the distinctive colour of this hand
specimen”, and “Have you described any textures…?”, provided a demonstrator-like
feel to the online platform (Figure 6). Like in the VM, the VD used the same interactive
interface where students could interact with the 3D model and thin section by zooming
in and out, moving around the sample etc. However, each time students clicked “Next”
to progress through the VD, they were directed to a specific location by the platform
which automatically moved and zoomed to the correct area of the image.
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Figure 6. The VD became available to students after they submitted their lab work. It provided them with a
demonstrator-like walk-through of the sample while still allowing users to interact with the 3D model or
digital thin section throughout their experience. In this case, the VMD 1.0 directs the user’s attention to
potential foliation in the hand sample.

This VD aspect led students through a step-by-step process in which they were
encouraged to question how and why they made certain assumptions and
interpretations to provide them with enough information to complete the labs, but
without directly providing answers. This self-questioning method where students are
encouraged to think for themselves is incorporated into many lab demonstrator training
curricula (Nikolic et al., 2015; Reeves et al., 2016; Skinner et al., 2016). At the start of
a new section, students would move on from analysing the hand specimen to
analysing the thin section sample (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Users could still move around, zoom in and out, and swap between PPL and XPL when using the
VD for their thin sections. The VD would bring the user to important sites around the thin section as they
progressed through the content but was otherwise under the user’s control.
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At some stage in the VD, students would be directed to a location that utilised the
video of the sample being rotated. At this stage, the VD would provide an embedded
video along with prompts to help students with their processes for identifying minerals
(Figure 8). For example, Figure 8 focuses the student’s attention on the property of
“undulose extinction” in quartz grains in a dynamically metamorphosed rock by getting
them to a view a video of the sample rotating in XPL. On clicking “Next”, the student
is presented with a video of the sample rotating in PPL of the same area. They are
then asked to think about the mineral properties that the information presented in the
two videos showed them, and what this information told them about the minerals
present.

Figure 8. In the VD, students are directed to areas of the thin section where videos provide them with the
information required to correctly identify the minerals present.

If this is new material for the student, the VD dedicated a page explaining more about
the feature and the points that students should take note of (Figure 9). The idea behind
this was to help students review and cement the important new information presented
during the week.
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Figure 9. If a new mineral or texture was covered in the lab, the VD gave a more detailed explanation on
that specific feature.

After completing the VD tour of the samples, students re-submitted their lab with any
changes from the first version submitted highlighted in a different colour. Students
were granted the option of receiving more marks if they followed the feedback
provided. This was done to keep things consistent with how the in-person labs would
be run, and similarly, model answers for the lab would be made available the following
week.
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2.5 Lab Exam Structure
During the lab exams, students complete several tasks which can be broken down into
three main sections.
1 Correctly identify minerals based on their properties (Mineral ID).
2 Draw and label a representative sketch of the thin section minerals and textures
(Sketching).
3 Answer several short-answer questions relating to the rock history and
formation, and utilise appropriate classification schemes (IUGS/TAS diagrams)
to name the rock (Rock Formation).
2.5.1 Section 1 (Mineral ID)
During section 1, students had to identify minerals and estimate their percentages
using the minerals’ diagnostic properties as evidence for their answers. These
diagnostic properties can be split up into a minerals’ properties in plane polarised light
(PPL), and in cross polarised light (XPL).
In PPL, diagnostic properties include colour, pleochroism, relief, and cleavage. Colour
refers to the colour a mineral appears under the microscope in PPL and is an important
diagnostic property for some minerals as many minerals appear colourless in thin
section. Chlorite is a mineral that often appears green in PPL and is a helpful
diagnostic feature that students observe in labs. Pleochroism is a term used to
describe a mineral which changes colour when it is rotated in PPL. For certain
minerals, such as biotite, this property is diagnostic as biotite is often a pleochroic
brown when rotated in PPL. Relief in PPL refers to the degree in which a mineral grain
appears to “stand out” within the thin section. A mineral that appears closer to the
user’s eye is considered to have high relief, while a mineral that sits in the background
is considered to have low relief. This is related to the difference between the refractive
index of the mineral and the glue that it is mounted on the glass slide with. If the
difference in refractive index is large, the relief is high; if small, the relief is low.
Cleavage is a property inherent to certain minerals and occurs because some minerals
have weaker bonds in one direction than in the other. Cleavage appears in PPL as a
set of organised cracks running through a mineral. The number of cleavages and their
relationship to crystal shape can be diagnostic. For example, quartz has no cleavage,
however, pyroxene often has cleavage planes in two directions that meet at nearly
right angles (87° and 93°) and may be visible in thin section if the mineral is cut in the
right orientation.
In XPL, other diagnostic properties are used, and include birefringence, extinction, and
twinning. Viewing a thin section in XPL is a lot more colourful than viewing the same
one in PPL. The colour depends upon the orientation of the mineral and its thickness.
Thus, colours in XPL change as the thin section is rotated and at the edges of the
minerals as they become thinner (the thin sections have been prepared at a constant
thickness of 30 µm). At every 90 of rotation in XPL, an anisotropic mineral (does not
transmit light with equal velocity in all directions) goes black, which is referred to as
extinction. The orientation of extinction can be compared with the orientation of a
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physical property of the mineral, such as cleavage or a crystal face, to give an
extinction angle, which can be a diagnostic feature for some minerals. Furthermore,
some minerals (and volcanic glass) also appear extinct in all rotations because they
are isotropic minerals (transmits light with equal velocity in all directions). Finally,
twinning where two separate crystals grow into each other, can be identified in XPL
when areas of a mineral have different colours, different extinction orientations, and
are separated by a planar contact.
Students need to use their knowledge of a minerals’ diagnostic properties both in PPL
and XPL to successfully identify minerals in this section. For example, garnet appears
extinct in all rotations in XPL, but in PPL, it has a light pink hue and high relief. These
three properties along with several others can be used to correctly identify a garnet.
2.5.2 Section 2 (Sketching)
During section 2 of the lab exam, students had to draw and label a representative
sketch of their thin sections. Sketches of the thin section in PPL and XPL had to include
a scale, and labels that included mineral names, texture names, diagnostic properties
of the minerals and textures (Figure 3).
2.5.3 Section 3 (Rock Formation)
During section 3 of the lab exam, students had to use the minerals and textures they
identified in the previous sections to provide a plausible explanation of the rock history
and formation. Students were expected to include:
•

The order in which the minerals crystallised using Bowen’s reaction series
(Bowen, 1922).

•

How crystal fractionation may have played a part in the creation of their rock

•

What the alteration that had affected the minerals and rock implied about the
rock’s history.

•

What mineral and rock textures were present, and what this implied about the
rock’s history.

•

A discussion on the growth, nucleation, and shape of the different minerals and
what this implied about the rock’s history.

•

The tectonic setting in which they believed the rock formed (how the magma
was generated)

•

Correct use IUGS and/or TAS classification schemes to select a rock name.
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Chapter 3: Methods and Results (2020)
3.1 Creation of the VMD 1.0 in 2020
Since GEOL242 was considered especially vulnerable to the lockdown measures, the
week prior to the Level 4 lockdown of New Zealand, SEE at UC began the
development of a new online teaching platform. This platform dubbed the “virtual
microscope and demonstrator” (VMD) was initially designed with the intention of
providing the GEOL242 students with the ability to complete their labs online and
achieve the same learning goals as they would if they were in face-to-face labs with
real microscopes. During the lockdown, lectures were also delivered online, but were
considered less of a priority for innovation as studies have shown similar outcomes in
student results when online and face-to-face lectures are compared (Freeman et al.,
2006; Nast et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2014). In the week prior to lockdown, a lot of work
went into creating the material required for the VMD 1.0, including creating high
resolution images and videos of thin sections, 3D models of hand samples, and writing
out a rough script for the “demonstrator” for the first few labs.
Over the lockdown period, further material was created weekly by the teaching team,
consisting mostly of revising the demonstrator’s script, writing the script for later labs,
and adjustments to the user interface for ease of use (Figure 1). To test the
effectiveness of the VMD 1.0, reflective questionnaires were designed, and passed
through the ethics procedures of the university. The questionnaires were handed out
to students who agreed to take part in the surveys, in accordance with the UC ethics
requirements, and completed at the end of each term: term 1 and term 2 in 2020, and
with a new student cohort at the end of term 1 in 2021. As such, data from three terms
of the course were collected and analysed for this project, giving insight into how
students viewed the available online material before, during and after COVID-19.
These three terms will be referred to as “2020 term 1”, “2020 term 2”, and “2021 term
1”, respectively.
As students were unable to be present on campus during the COVID-19 lockdown in
2020, the VMD 1.0 was initially created to act as a substitute for the weekly laboratory
sessions that the students would normally attend during term 2. At this time, the VMD
1.0 was developed with the course learning goals in mind (Section 2.2).
The VMD utilises 3D rock models, digital thin sections, and video rotations to provide
students with the information they required to complete their labs.
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3.1.1 The 3D Rock Models
The purpose of these 3D models was to create a replica of the rocks on a computer
that the students would normally be able to see in lab (Figure 10). Students could
rotate, zoom in and out, and move around the 3D model in an effort to emulate what
they could do in lab. In a lab, students would be able to “zoom in” by using a hand lens
and rotate/pan the rock by turning it around. While clearly not the same as a hand
specimen, these 3D models still allowed students to practice mineral and texture
identification on the samples. These 3D models were generated using a photographic
technique called “structure-from-motion photogrammetry” (Westoby et al., 2012).
Photos of the rocks were taken from varying heights every 5 degrees of rotation using
a Nikon Z7 and a timed turntable. Each 3D model is comprised of roughly 300 photos
which were taken automatically once setup, with manual input only required to change
the sample or to adjust the height from which images were taken. The photos were
processed and merged in Metashape software by Agisoft to create a textured mesh
which was then uploaded to the online 3D model platform Sketchfab. Sketchfab was
chosen as it is free to upload 3D models to the site, and it has no account or sign-up
requirements for users.

Figure 10. A screenshot of the 3D rock model. Users can move and rotate the model by holding down the left
mouse button and dragging it in the direction of choice. Scrolling the mouse wheel also zooms in and out.
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3.1.2 The Digital Thin Section
The purpose of the digital thin section was to replicate what students would see if they
could view a large portion of their sample under the microscope. The digital thin section
provided students with a wide-angle view of the sample, which like the 3D rock model
was interactive in nature. Students could zoom in and out, pan around the sample,
and also change from PPL to XPL. The ability to zoom, pan and change polarisations
is similar to what students using a physical microscope are able to do. The differences
here are that the zoom in the VM is smooth and covers all zoom ranges, while zooming
in and out on the microscopes used in the labs requires a “clunky” change in objectives
and does not cover all zoom ranges.
These digital thin sections were created using a Nikon DS-Fi3 microscope camera
attachment by manually photographing the thin section under the microscope at 4x
magnification. The image resolution from this camera attachment was low at six
megapixels, and the low quality of the camera attachment presented several issues
including lens distortion, chromatic aberration, and a low dynamic range which had to
be manually corrected for after the images had been taken. Chromatic aberration is a
failure of a lens to focus all colours to the same point, and a low dynamic range meant
that the camera could not capture all the details in the darker areas of an image
(shadows) without details being lost in the brightest parts of the image (highlights).
These corrections could have been skipped however, doing so would have drastically
decreased the quality of the completed digital thin sections.
To allow students to view a large area of the thin section photos were taken in a 12*8
grid with a total of 96 images taken for an image in PPL, and a further 96 taken for an
image in XPL (Figure 11). For each thin section, the first step was to search the slide
to locate an area which would best represent the overall mineral content. Once the
location was found, the white balance of the camera would be adjusted to allow the
accurate capture of the mineral colours. After the white balance was adjusted, the
shutter speed was selected to slightly underexpose the image due to the camera’s low
dynamic range. Purposely underexposing an image to minimise the loss of detail in
the highlights is known in photography as “exposing for the highlights”. ISO (light
sensitivity) was kept at 100 across all images and thin sections to keep image noise
low. Keeping the ISO low was important as the low quality of the camera attachment
meant that using higher ISO values would introduce large amounts of image noise.
The images were then moved into Adobe Photoshop 2020 and were corrected for lens
distortion. These corrected images were then stitched together using the “automatic
photomerge” function. This function can be found by following the command pathways
“File >> Automate >> Photomerge” within Photoshop. Following this command
pathway leads to a pop-up window which allows the user to upload selected images.
This new window is where the 96 images for a PPL or XPL view of a digital thin section
were selected before automatic merging began. The photomerge function has several
different “layouts” that can be selected and will by default be set to “Auto”. For the best
results merging microscope images, the “reposition” layout should be selected. Once
an image was successfully merged, minor image corrections were done. Since all the
images used to create a digital thin section were “exposed for the highlights”, the
shadows were too dark. To properly expose the image, the shadows were brightened
in a subset program within Photoshop called Camera Raw. This technique allows for
a correct exposure across the entire thin section and ensures that no bright or dark
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areas lose detail. Finally, chromatic aberration was also corrected in Camera Raw as
many of the images had purple fringes along areas of high contrast. Lens distortion
and chromatic aberration are less common in higher end cameras such as DSLRs and
may not be as noticeable. The digital thin sections were hosted on a departmentowned webpage called “Holocene Adventures” (Watson, 2019), which does not
require any additional log-ins or sign-ups.

Figure 11. The digital thin section. Users can move around the image by holding down left mouse button and
dragging it in the direction of choice. Scrolling the mouse wheel zooms in and out. Highlighted by the red
box in the top left of this image are several icons. From left to right these allow the user to zoom in, zoom
out, display the full view of the sample, switch image to full screen, view image in PPL, view image in XPL.
The left side of the image shows the digital thin section in PPL, and the right side shows the digital thin
section in XPL. Only one of these modes can be active at a time, and the entire thin section would change to
match this. In the top right of the screen, there is an overview of the thin section which allows users to see
where they are zoomed into in relation to the rest of the sample.

3.1.3 The Rotation Videos
Being able to rotate thin sections is important as there are certain diagnostic features
(most importantly pleochroism, birefringence, and extinction) of minerals that can only
be seen when that mineral is rotated (Section 2.5.1).
Due to the large number of photos required and time constraints, it was not feasible to
manually create a fully rotatable model for each thin section. To create a fully rotatable
model using a 12*8 image set, 96 images would need to be taken for every 5 of
rotation which would require a minimum of 36*96 (3456) images per 180 of rotation.
Creating a fully rotatable digital thin section is best done through automation of the
imaging due to the high number of photos required. Instructions on how to create an
automatic stage for these purposes was developed by Steiner and Rooney (2021).
Instead of creating a fully rotatable digital thin section, specific areas of interest in the
thin section were selected to be rotated. Videos were recorded in both PPL and XPL
at sites of interest around the sample, such as locations where diagnostic extinction
or pleochroism was present (Figure 12). These videos were recorded using the
available microscope camera and were relatively low resolution between 720p and
1080p at 1440*1024 pixels and a low frame rate of 3 frames per second. Although the
video quality was good enough, the framerate was low but unfortunately was the best
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available at the time. To counter the low framerate, the sample was rotated slowly at
roughly 10 per second and covered 180. Although not complete, this amount of
rotation still fully covers the range of properties a mineral can be expected to display
as it is rotated.
The rotation videos were uploaded to YouTube due to its ease of access and reliability.
The purpose of these rotation videos was to fill in the gap left by not being able to
rotate the samples when viewing the digital thin sections.

Figure 12. As imaging the entire slide in multiple rotations is extremely time intensive, certain important
sections of the slide were selected where important features used to identify minerals, such as pleochroism
and extinction angles, can be seen.

Each of these three resources were embedded in separate links on the Moodle page
for the lab that they were part of to allow for ease of access and to provide a step-bystep framework for viewing samples and completing the labs.

3.2 Curriculum Evaluation
The effectiveness of the VMD 1.0 curriculum was evaluated via the use of reflective
questionnaires which students completed after their lab exams during each term
(Figure 1). At the end of term 1 in 2020, students sat a lab exam which covered the
igneous material taught in the course (Appendix C). This was then followed by a lab
exam at the end of term 2 which covered the metamorphic section of the course
(Appendix D). These lab exams are referred to by the students and teaching staff as
the “igneous lab exam” and the “metamorphic lab exam” respectively. After students
sat their igneous lab exam in 2020, they were given a reflective questionnaire to
complete. The questionnaires were given to students after they had seen their lab
exam results and feedback. The reflective questionnaire given to students at the end
of term 1 in 2020 had seven questions (Table 1). These seven reflection questions
served two purposes: (1) to ensure that students took feedback on board to improve
learning (Gilley & Clarkston, 2014), and (2) to provide feedback to teaching staff on
the learning strategies of the course. Questions 5 and 6 were also designed
specifically to answer the three main objectives of this thesis. As objective 3 only
became valid in 2021, it will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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1. To assess the VMD 1.0 as a temporary replacement for labs in 2020.
2. To use feedback from students to improve the VMD 1.0 to be effective beyond
COVID-19.
3. To identify what features made the VMD 2.0 effective as a supplementary
teaching tool for face-to-face labs in 2021.
Table 1. Reflective questions given to students after their igneous lab exam in 2020.

The igneous lab exam was worth 25% of the course grade, the exam itself 15% and
the reflection 10%. After students received their exam results and marking rubric used,
they were given an hour to complete the reflective questionnaire. Once the
questionnaires had been graded, they were anonymised by the course lecturer using
a numbering system and provided for research. Students who consented to be part of
this study had their questionnaires coded to translate qualitative survey responses into
quantitative in Microsoft Excel.
The metamorphic lab exam was worth 20% of the course grade, with the exam itself
worth 15% and the reflection 5%. Students also had an hour to complete the reflective
questionnaire after they received their exam results and the marking rubric. The
reflective questionnaire in the metamorphic exam only consisted of Questions 5, 6,
and 7 and as such was given a lower percentage of the course grade.
Questions 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 were used to help answer the thesis objectives, and to
achieve this each question was coded as outlined in the following section (Table 2).
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Table 2. Questions from the reflective questionnaire were used to help answer the three main thesis objectives.

3.2.1 The Coding Process
To code the questionnaires, the seven questions were first simplified down to their
core aspects to streamline analysis (Table 3). Each questionnaire was coded with
information that matched these core aspects. Since questions 4 and 7 were not used
to help answer the thesis objectives, they will not be presented in the following figures.
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Table 3. The questions from the reflective questionnaire are presented on the left with their core aspects on the right.
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An example of how a question is coded is shown in the response to Question 1 from
the questionnaire of Student 1 in Figure 13. Firstly, Question 1 of the questionnaire
was simplified down to its core aspect “What was challenging” (Table 3). Then, the
student’s response was coded to look for what they found challenging in their lab
exam. Reading through the student’s response, three main points are clearly
identifiable with the student stating explicitly that they lost marks in the rock formation
section of the exam (Figure 13). They also state that they found time management to
be an issue, and they also found it difficult to identify some minerals. These three
points were marked down as “challenges” that Student 1 faced and were transferred
into an Excel document. In the Excel document, the answers were coded using a
binary system, where 1 signified that the category was true, and a blank cell that it was
false. Since Student 1 found rock formation, time management and mineral ID
challenging, these cells are assigned values of “1”. As they did not mention anything
about their sketching or using IUGS/TAS diagrams to classify the rock, these cells are
left blank in Table 4. This method was utilised for every question in the questionnaire
for the igneous and metamorphic lab exams in year 1, and the igneous exam in year
2.

Figure 13. Student 1’s response to Question 1 of the questionnaire for term 1 of 2020. The different highlighted
sections show an example of how coding was done for this question. The different highlighter colours are arbitrary
colours used to mark a change in code.

Table 4. Coded answers from Student 1 for question 1 of the reflective questionnaire for term 1 of 2020.
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This first analysis of the questionnaires was coded on paper and was then revalidated
and recoded into Excel. This was done to ensure that the coding remained consistent
and helped to serve as an internal check on coding reliability. Further examples of the
coding process follow in the results section below to provide continued transparency
and support for trustworthiness of the data and interpretations. All reflective
questionnaires were analysed using the same process, and the results from the 2020
data sets will be presented in the next section, while the results from 2021 will be
presented in Chapter 4. A comparison between the three data sets will be discussed
in Chapter 5, and the results from the two different years will be presented separately.

3.3 Results of Year 1 (2020)
This section compares the data gathered from the reflective questionnaire handed out
after the igneous lab exam in term 1 with those from the reflective questionnaire
handed out after the metamorphic lab exam in term 2. Since term 1 was completed
entirely face-to-face and term 2 was done entirely online, these results reflect the
differences the 2020 cohort perceived between a traditional lab setting and an online
lab setting.
3.3.1 Objective 1: Assessing the VMD as a Temporary Replacement for Labs
Questions 5 and 6 from the reflective questionnaires were used to assess how the
VMD performed as a temporary replacement for the face-to-face labs (Table 2). The
following graphs show the differences in responses from the same cohort of students
in 2020.
•

Q5: Which aspects of the course were most useful for your study, and why?
Mention: class lectures, demonstrators one on one feedback, online resources,
instructor led laboratory talking, answer keys for previous labs…

This question was coded to identify what material students found useful to study for
the lab exam. An example of Student 44’s response to Question 5 in term 1 of 2020
(Figure 14) is compared to the same student’s response to Question 5 in term 2 of
2020 (Figure 15).

Figure 14. Student 44’s response to Question 5 of the questionnaire for term 1 of 2020. Note, “Shirley” is a
misspelling of Shelley (1985).
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Student 44 states that in term 1 of 2020 they found the face-to-face class lectures
helpful, with particular emphasis on the interactive aspect (Figure 14). They also
mention that they found labs, the tutors (lab demonstrators), and the book Optical
Mineralogy by David Shelley (1985, Second Edition, Elsevier Science Publishing),
which students referred to as “Shelley” useful. For the rest of the thesis this book will
be referred to as Shelley (1985).
In term 2 of 2020, Student 44 made many of the same comments, again mentioning
that they found the lectures beneficial, with emphasis put on the interactive activities
(Figure 15). They also stated again that they found the labs and Shelley (1985) useful.
However, this time, Student 44 did not mention demonstrators being as helpful despite
still having interactions with them during the Zoom lab sessions. Instead, the student
cites the virtual demonstrator as being a useful tool that enabled them to go down the
right track without it providing them with the answers.

Figure 15. Student 44’s response to Question 5 of the questionnaire for term 2 of 2020. Note, “Shirley” is a
misspelling of Shelley (1985).

In term 1 of 2020, ~70% of the students responded to Question 5 with a statement
about finding the lectures and lab demonstrators to be useful for their study (Figure
16). In contrast, the number of students finding lab demonstrators useful in term 2 of
2020 dropped to below 40%. This is the main difference between the two data sets.
Other minor differences include an increase in the use of online material for study, and
an increase in use of the interactive lecture material that included Zoom breakout
rooms in term 2.
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Figure 16. Graph comparing what material students said they found useful for study in term 1 of 2020 (blue) and
in term 2 of 2020 (orange).

•

Q6: Specifically discuss which aspects of the online resources were useful or
not and why?

This question was broken down into three core aspects before being coded.
1. Which online material was useful?
2. How useful was it?
3. What online material was not useful and why?

As shown in Figure 17, in term 1 of 2020, Student 52 felt that the model answers, the
practice lab exam, which was held online, and the UK Virtual Microscope (UKVM) were
useful study tools. Since the model answers and the practice lab exam were both
available on Moodle, these would be classified under “Moodle Resources”. Any
material uploaded by the lecturers to the Moodle page such as past exams, model
answers, and lecture slides was classed under this umbrella term during coding. Since
Student 52 only had positive comments about the available online material, it was
inferred that their overall perception of the online material was good.
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Figure 17. Student 52’s response to question 6 of the questionnaire for term 1 of 2020.

In contrast, Student 52’s response to Question 6 in term 2 only had one positive
statement, highlighted in green, about the online resources, stating that they found the
3D models and thin sections to be incredibly useful (Figure 18). They then stated two
negative points, highlighted in pink, about the VMD 1.0, saying that it had poor
feedback with insufficient information, and that it did not provide the answers (Figure
20). Since the student had more negative comments than positive comments about
the material, it was inferred that their overall perception of the online material was now
“poor”. If the student had an equal amount of positive and negative comments on the
online material, it was inferred that their overall perception of the online material was
that it was “satisfactory”.

Figure 18. Student 52’s response to question 6 of the questionnaire for term 2 of 2020.

Since Question 6 was determined to have three core aspects to it, three different
graphs were created (Figures 19, 20, 21). The first graph highlights which online
material students found useful (Figure 19). This graph shows four separate categories:
“Moodle Resources”, “UKVM”, “Smith.edu”, and “Alex Strekeisen” (Figure 19). In term
1 of 2020, the term “Moodle Resources” was used as an umbrella term to encompass
any material uploaded by the lecturers to the Moodle page. This included material
such as past exams, model answers, and lectures. In term 2 of 2020, this term
expanded to include the VMD 1.0. Since 100% of students in term 2 had to use Moodle
resources, any students who found both the VMD 1.0, and other Moodle resources
useful were marked under this category. The “UKVM” category shows how many
students found the UK Virtual Microscope (The Open University) useful. “Smith.edu”
refers to a website produced by students at Smith College, USA that lists the properties
and provides thin section images of several igneous and metamorphic minerals (Smith
College). “Alex Strekeisen” refers to a website produced by Dr. Alessandro Da
Mommio that provides descriptions and thin section images of igneous and
metamorphic rocks and minerals (Da Mommio).
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Figure 19. Graph comparing what online resources students said they found useful in term 1 of 2020 (blue) and
in term 2 of 2020 (orange). The “Moodle Resources” category in term 2 represents users of the VMD 1.0.

The second graph shows how students perceived the available online material ranked
in decreasing order of “good”, “satisfactory”, and “poor” (Figure 20). The third graph
will be shown in the following section as it applies more to objective 2, “Improving the
VMD 1.0 based on student feedback”, and depicts what online material students had
issues with, or found not useful, and why.

Figure 20. Graphs comparing how students said they perceived the available online material in term 1 of 2020
and in term 2 of 2020.
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These results show that students moved away from using the UKVM in favour of the
VMD 1.0 during lockdown (Figures 19, 20). The number of students utilising other
online resources such as (Smith College) and (Da Mommio) remained similarly low
(>10%) across both terms. Student perceptions of the available online material shifted
drastically from a slightly positive perception of the online material in term 1 (31%
“good” and 31% “satisfactory”) to an overwhelmingly positive perception of the online
material in term 2 (64% “good” and 14% “satisfactory”) (Figure 20).
3.3.2 Objective 2: Improving the VMD Based on Student Feedback
Question 6, taken from the reflective questionnaires of term 2 in 2020, was also used
to identify potential areas of improvement for the VMD 1.0 (Table 2). The question was
broken down into three core aspects, and the third aspect “What online material was
not useful and why” was used to help improve the VMD 1.0.
•

Q6: Specifically discuss which aspects of the online resources were useful or
not and why?
1. Which online material was useful?
2. How useful was it?
3. What online material was not useful and why?

Students in term 1 of 2020 did not raise any issues with the online material. Students
in term 2 of 2020 only mentioned issues related to the VMD 1.0 (Figure 21). As such,
this third point “What online material was not useful and why” was modified to “Which
aspects of the VMD 1.0 students did not find useful, and why” in the analysis of their
responses. These results reflect the 2020 cohort’s perceptions of the first version of
the VMD 1.0, and the modifications to the VMD 1.0 were specifically designed to target
the issues they had raised.
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Figure 21. Graph showing which aspects of the VMD 1.0 students said that they did not find useful in term 2 of
2020, and why.

Of the students who filled in the reflective questionnaires, 33% did not mention any
issues with the VMD 1.0, while 67% had one or more issues with the platform. Of the
students who had issues with the VMD 1.0, 28% mentioned that they preferred a real
demonstrator over the VMD 1.0, 19% stated that they preferred a real microscope over
the VMD 1.0 (Figure 21), another 19% mentioned that the VMD 1.0 did not provide
answers, and 14% stated that the feedback in the VMD 1.0 was poor, that the images
in the VMD 1.0 loaded slowly, and that the videos of rotating the samples were not
good.
Based on these results, five main points stood out as needing to be addressed to help
make the VMD successful during a normal non-COVID year.
1. Students preferred the in-person lab experience, where they could use a real
microscope and have access to real demonstrators.
2. Students wanted to be provided with the answers while using the VMD.
3. Students wanted better feedback from the VMD.
4. Students wanted the images to load faster.
5. Students wanted the videos of the rotation of the samples to be smoother.
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Point one is important, as it emphasizes that the personal element of the face-to-face
labs is essential, and that a move to completely online labs is not a pedagogically
preferred option. This is strongly supported by Student 37 in term 2 of 2020 who states
that “The virtual demonstrators were not too bad but I definitely preferred talking to the
real-life demonstrators…”. As such, a blended environment was the goal and
modifications to the VMD 1.0 were made to address points 2, 3, 4 and 5 above, which
resulted in a second version of the VMD being developed (VMD 2.0). The VMD 2.0
was available to students as a supplementary tool alongside regular labs in term 1 of
2021, which ran face-to-face.
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Chapter 4: Methods and Results (2021)
4.1 Modifying the VMD 1.0 for use in 2021
In 2021, the aim of the VMD 2.0 was to complement face-to-face labs, and not to
replace them. Furthermore, the VMD 1.0 was modified based on student feedback
such as wanting answers, and higher quality rotation videos. The following section will
discuss the changes made to the overall VMD, 3D models, digital thin sections, and
rotations.
4.1.1 Useability and Content
Since the VMD 2.0 in 2021 acted more as a supplementary tool instead of the entire
lab, the first step was to shorten it. Shortening the VMD 2.0 helped reduce loading
times, and also improved the feedback provided as it could be more specific in areas
students found challenging. The shortening of the VMD 2.0 script was done by
removing the material which was well covered during the weekly face-to-face lab
sessions. The VMD 2.0 now only targeted any new minerals and textures that were
introduced in that lab.
The interface to the VMD 2.0 was also changed to include tabs on different sections
to allow students to navigate between different sections of the VMD material with ease.
In the VMD 1.0, students had to navigate through all pages to get to a specific point of
interest (Figure 22). In the VMD 1.0, students also had the different parts of the VMD
spread out over multiple webpages. In the VMD 2.0, everything was hosted on the
department-owned Holocene Adventures website.
The VMD 2.0 was also modified to include more immediate support in areas that
students were struggling with. These multichoice questions allowed students to select
an answer to a question before providing them with feedback and new information.
The multichoice questions also allowed students to know immediately if they were right
or wrong about something. This kind of immediate feedback was not present in the
VMD 1.0. If a question was answered incorrectly, students would be guided towards
the correct answer with the feedback provided, and once the question was answered
correctly, they would be allowed to progress through the VMD 2.0 (Figure 22).
There were no changes made to the 3D models, so they will not be discussed.
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Figure 22. An example of the VMD 2.0’s multi choice questions added based on student feedback. The blue ribbon along the top of the
image allows for quick navigation between different sections of the VMD 2.0 by clicking on the tabs.
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4.1.2 Changes to the Digital Thin Sections
As there were not many students who had complaints about the digital thin sections,
the process behind their creation was kept the same; however, a page was added
where students could easily view and switch between different samples (Figure 23).

Figure 23. The VMD 2.0 had a dedicated page where students could access any digital thin section sample shown in
labs.

4.1.3 Changes to the Rotation Videos
Another change made was altering how the videos of rotating the thin sections
functioned. In the VMD 1.0, the rotations were presented as YouTube videos
embedded in the page. Feedback from students indicated that these videos were not
smooth, had an annoying auto-play feature from YouTube, and were not high enough
resolution. Since the microscope camera was already recording at maximum
resolution, a new approach was taken. Instead of recording videos, an interactive
slider which would allow the user to rotate the sample at their own pace was created.
For each location of interest on the thin section, a series of photos were taken. The
stage was locked in place over the select location before a photo was taken. Once the
image had been saved, the stage was rotated 5 in a clockwise direction, and another
photo was taken at the same location. This was done until the sample had been rotated
180 and a total of 37 images had been taken. These images were then used to create
the interactive slider with each image fading in and out as the sample rotated. This
would allow the user to rotate their samples with seamless transitions between images
while maintaining a higher resolution than if it had been recorded using the video
function on the microscope camera (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. An example of the interactive slider in the VMD 2.0 added based on student feedback to have better
quality rotations. The slider can be dragged to the left or to the right of the green dot, and the degree of rotation
can be seen in the top left circled in red.

Within the dedicated thin section page shown in 4.1.2, “hotspots” were added where
these rotations could also be accessed. The hotspots would open a pop-up window
when clicked where students could rotate the area using the slider (Figure 25).

Figure 25. The “hotspots” added in the VMD 2.0 allowed students to rotate certain areas of a thin
section smoothly by using the slider.
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4.2 Results of Year 2 (2021)
To see how the VMD 2.0 performed in a blended environment, the data gathered from
term 1 of 2020 was compared to the data gathered from term 1 of 2021. In term 1 of
2020, students completed their labs face-to-face, but they did not have access to any
version of the VMD. However, in term 1 of 2021, the new cohort of students completed
their labs face-to-face, but also had access to the newly modified VMD 2.0. As such,
the following graphs compare the responses from the 2020 students who experienced
a purely traditional lab setting, and the 2021 students who experienced a blended lab
setting.
•

Q1: What was the most challenging part of the lab exam? For example, in what
areas (sketching, textures, interpretation) of the lab exam did you lose the most
marks? (Figure 26)

Figure 26. Graph comparing what students said they found challenging during their lab exam in term 1 of 2020
(blue) and in term 1 of 2021 (yellow).

These results show that 72% of students in 2020 mentioned that they found the rock
formation section of the lab exam challenging, and only 25% of students mentioned
identifying minerals as being a challenge (Figure 26). In 2021, only 36% of students
stated that they had found the rock formation section challenging, while 64% stated
that they had found identifying minerals challenging. Other differences include 50% of
students in 2020 saying that time management in the exam was an issue, while only
23% of students felt this way in 2021. The number of students who found sketching to
be challenging increased from 42% to 54% between 2020 and 2021 as well, while the
other categories remained relatively similar.
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Questions 2 and 3 were coded to identify what students forgot to include or got wrong
in their lab exams (Table 2). This same coding strategy was used for the 2021
reflective questionnaires. An example of Student 23’s coded responses from term 1 of
2020 are provided in Figure 27.
•

Q2: What specifically did you get wrong? Use some examples.

•

Q3: Give an example of something you did not include that you should have.
For example, what was missing in your sketch, or from your interpretation?

Figure 27. Student 23’s responses to questions 2 and 3 of the questionnaire for term 2 of 2020.

Student 23 states that they had lost marks in the interpretation section (rock
formation), and in the thin section sketch (Figures 27). Student 23 also states other
points such as they had forgotten to include a description of the “nucleation or growth
of crystals” and the Bowen’s reaction series in their interpretation. These points are
used in graphs later in this section to identify what specifically students got wrong in
the different categories. Figure 28 is an overview of the percentage of students who
had made one or more errors/forgot to include one or more things in different areas of
the lab exam.
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Figure 28. Graph comparing what students said they got incorrect, and/or were missing during their lab exam in
term 1 of 2020 (blue) and in term 1 of 2021 (yellow).

The results do not show any drastic changes between 2020 and 2021 in terms of
where students noted that they lost marks during the lab exams. The largest difference
is that in 2020 92% of students stated that they had made one or more errors/forgot
to include one or more things in the rock formation section compared to 77% in 2021.
Another significant change between 2020 and 2021 was that students who stated they
had made one or more errors and/or forgot to include one or more things increased
from 78% in to 85%. The other categories remained consistent with ~70% of students
in both years stating that they had errors in their thin section sketches and with less
than 15% of students stating they had errors in their writing, and/or use of IUGS/TAS
classification diagrams.
Further analysis of questions 2 and 3 was undertaken to gain insight into what specific
sub-sections of the rock formation section of the exam students were getting wrong
(Figure 29).
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Figure 29. Graph comparing what students said they got incorrect or were missing in the “rock formation”
section of their lab exam in term 1 of 2020 (blue) and in term 1 of 2021 (yellow).

From these results, students made errors or forgot information in the rock formation
section in a large range of topics. What students reported that they had got wrong or
forgotten also seemed to change from 2020 to 2021 (Figure 29). The number of
students who reported errors and/or missing information with respect to alteration in
the sample dropped from 28% in 2020 to 10% in 2021. There was also a decrease in
reports of erroneous and/or missing diagrams from 39% in 2020 to 5% in 2021.
Decreases were similarly seen in reports of errors and/or missing information in areas
regarding crystal growth, nucleation and shape, and whole rock textures, which
dropped from 47% and 39% down to 26% and 21%, respectively. In contrast, reports
of errors and/or missing information in areas regarding magma generation, crystal
fractionation, Bowen’s reaction series, and classifying the rock correctly all increased,
with magma generation increasing from 44% in 2020 to 54% in 2021, crystal
fractionation from 19% to 36%, Bowen’s reaction series from 15% to 21%, and
classifying the rock correctly from 17% to 28%.
In summary, when compared to the 2020 cohort’s responses, students in 2021 said
that they lost fewer marks when addressing alteration, diagrams, textures, and/or the
growth/nucleation/shape of minerals in the rock formation part of their lab exam.
However, students in 2021 also said that they lost more marks when addressing
magma generation, crystal fractionation, Bowen’s reaction series, and/or the rock
name in the rock formation part of their lab exam.
This same analysis was done for section of the lab exam in which the students
identified the minerals, and the responses from the 2020 cohort are again compared
to the response from the 2021 cohort (Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Graph comparing what students said they got incorrect or were missing in the section of their lab
exam in which they identified the minerals in term 1 of 2020 (blue) and in term 1 of 2021 (yellow).

The largest change shows that the number of students who reported errors and/or
missing information in the mineral percentage sections increased from 36% in 2020 to
54% in 2021. The numbers of students saying that they missed and misidentified
minerals also increased from 22% to 28%, and 14% to 28%, respectively. The graphs
above also show a slight decrease in the reports of errors and/or missing information
with respect to mineral textures, which dropped from 44% in 2020 to 38% in 2021.
When compared to the 2020 cohort’s responses, students in 2021 said that they lost
more marks overall in the section of the lab exam in which they identified the minerals.
This may be due to several factors which will be covered in the discussion.
The data gathered from Question 6 of the reflective questionnaire was also used to
measure student satisfaction with the VMD 2.0 (Figure 31). Question 6 highlights what
students thought of the available online material.
•

Q6: Specifically discuss which aspects of the online resources were useful or
not and why?
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Figure 31. Graph comparing how students said they perceived the available online material in term 1 of 2020
and in term 1 of 2021.

Student perception of the available online material improved dramatically, with only
31% regarding it as good in 2020, compared to 77% in 2021 (Figure 31). The number
of students who thought the available online material was “poor” dropped from 14% in
2020 to 3% in 2021. The number of students who did not state their opinions also
dropped from 25% in 2020 to 3% in 2021. As explained on in section 3.2.1, if a student
made more positive than negative comments about the available online material, it
would be inferred that they thought the material was “good”. If the same amount of
positive and negative comments were made, it would be inferred that they thought it
was “satisfactory”. If the student made more negative than positive comments, it would
be inferred that they thought it was “poor”.
From these results, when compared to the 2020 cohort, students in 2021 much
preferred the online material. As students in 2020 did not have access to the VMD, it
can be inferred that this improvement was due to the VMD being included in the course
in 2021.
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4.2.1 Objective 3: Effective features of VMD 2.0 (2021)
To identify which features of the VMD 2.0 were effective in 2021, Question 6
specifically asked which online resources were useful and why.
•

Q6: Specifically discuss which aspects of the online resources were useful or
not and why?

Quotes from students that highlight the features of the VMD 2.0 that they found useful
are presented in this section. The student’s responses can be summarised into four
main points (Figure 32):
1. They liked the ability to access their samples remotely.
2. They liked the ability to review the lab material multiple times to gain
confidence.
3. They enjoyed having the step-by-step guide of the VMD 2.0.
4. They liked the feedback provided by the VMD 2.0.

Figure 32. Graph showing which features of the VMD 2.0 students said they found useful in 2021, and why.

Of the students who responded to Question 6, 72% said that the ability to access lab
sample remotely was a useful feature of VMD 2.0 (Figure 32). This is backed up with
quotes such as those from students 38, 18, and 24 who all liked being able to access
the samples from home.
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Student 38 - “Because I am learning slowly due to English language, so I need more
time to study. Online materials capable me to access to material even at home at night.
[sic]”
Student 18 - “The online resources were helpful since one can sit at home and work
on the sample analysis while filling out their mineral booklet. It was like having a virtual
teaching assistant.”
Student 24 - “Having the online thin sections available has been crucial in being able
to conduct some of my study from home which has been a great tool to have this year.”

Furthermore, 51% of the students said that they found being able to review the lab
material a useful feature of VMD 2.0 (Figure 32). This is backed up with quotes like
the ones from students 32 and 4, and who both found VMD 2.0 to be helpful for revising
the lab material outside the lab.
Student 32 - “I like the online microscope. I like how I can go back and look at the
minerals as if I was in the lab again. This is great for me who needs to revise a large
amount. FYI, not a big fan of online stuff.”
Student 4 - “The online thin sections were extremely handy to work on specific thin
sections outside of the lab. This enabled me to review key topics after lab hours and
without having to come into University.”
Compared to the other points, fewer students (31%) mentioned the step-by-step guide
of VMD 2.0 being a useful feature to them (Figure 32). However, students that did
mention it being useful portrayed it in an extremely positive light.
Student 36 - “These first few online labs stepped us through the basics of diagnostic
features. The step-by-step nature of these, alongside the images of the thin sections
and examples of each diagnostic features made the things that I found difficult to
understand in written texts much clearer.”
Student 23 - “The online resources (mainly the VMD) were very useful in providing a
step-by-step process of explaining the different sections to focus on when identifying
minerals and textures in both PPL and XPL”
Lastly, 41% of students said that they found the feedback and multichoice questions
useful (Figure 32). For example, responses from students 17 and 8 show that they
found the feedback invaluable.
Student 17 - “Another aspect (of the VMD) I found useful were the questions that were
asked as it made it super clear whether you understood something, or you just thought
that you did.”
Student 8 - “The online microscope photos with revolving stages were very useful in
understanding the fine detail of minerals. Along with the small questions to check your
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knowledge of various minerals. After the feedback was given, we could also cross
check our answers which explained how we should go about our various questions.”
Not every comment about the VMD 2.0 was positive however, with some students
still preferring a real microscope and some others finding it confusing (Figure 33).

Figure 33. Graph showing which features of the VMD 2.0 students said they did not find useful in 2021, and
why.

Students also suggested improvements in their feedback, with several stating that they
believed that it would be beneficial to add questions relating to estimating mineral
percentages. Student 4 stated that:
“The online thin sections were good when trying to get a full overview of a particular
slide, which in turn helped with giving specific mineral percentages. However, this may
have disadvantaged me as I was not used to seeing and creating percentages with a
smaller field of vision when using the actual microscope.”
Overall, students liked both versions of the VMD because it gave them the ability to
access and review the lab material when, where, and how they wished, like at night in
the comfort of their homes. The ability to remotely access samples at any time, and
the ability to review their work at their own pace appears to be the most important
aspects of the VMD. The multichoice questions and the feedback provided are also
valued by students, as it allowed them to check their understanding immediately.
Lastly, students also liked the step-by-step guide as “It was like having a virtual
teaching assistant” – Student 18.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Implications
The reflective questionnaire results indicate that the VMD 1.0 was effective at adapting
face-to-face labs to a purely online setting in 2020, and the VMD 2.0 was a useful
supplementary tool in a blended laboratory setting in 2021. The results presented in
Chapters 3 and 4 are discussed in this chapter to determine which aspects of the VMD
2.0 were effective, why this may be the case, and what these outcomes might suggest
for the developments of future VMDs.

5.1 Performance of the VMD
Although the 2020 students enjoyed some aspects of their online labs in term 2, they
ultimately preferred term 1’s face-to-face labs. In the VMD 1.0, students deemed
features such as the step-by-step guide and the digital thin section images and 3D
models of the rock hand samples to be useful. Despite these positives, some students
felt that they responded better to having real face-to-face interactions and feedback
from the teaching staff. Comments like “The virtual demonstrators were not too bad,
but I definitely preferred talking to the real-life demonstrators” from Student 37 highlight
this point. Furthermore, 28% of those who responded to the reflective questionnaires
in Term 2 of 2020 stated that they preferred a real demonstrator (Figure 23). Several
students (19% of those who responded) also preferred using a real microscope (Figure
23). This seems to align with another study shows that the hands-on use of polarised
light microscopes is not replaceable in an online setting (Gunter, 2004). Our results in
2021 show that students valued the online material more than they did in 2020, which
indicates that they preferred a blended environment over a purely online environment.
During 2021 students used the online material from home as a revision tool, as well
as during the labs to help keep them on track (Figure 32).
Studies such as (Azizan, 2010; Fortin et al., 2019; Yu & Du, 2019; Herodotou et al.,
2020) show that blended learning environments yield better grades than purely online
environments as students have access to in-person feedback while still having the
flexibility provided by the virtual components. This is supported by a study undertaken
at Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia, in 2014, that compared the results of two
cohorts of students with similar grade point averages in their ability to identify eight
common rock forming minerals in thin section (Tetley & Daczko, 2014). The study
suggested that students performed better when they had access to the “Virtual
Petrographic Microscope” (VPM) as it gave them the option to examine the same
samples virtually as they saw in the lab, thus enabling them to reinforce the information
and skills taught in the labs. The UC VMD results are difficult to directly compare to
those of Tetley and Daczko, (2014) and Herodotou et al. (2020) as this study of the
UC VMD relies on students’ reflections rather than how they performed in course
assessments. Furthermore, the term 1 lab exams in 2020 and 2021 are difficult to
compare due to the COVID-19 disruption in 2020. Despite this, student reflections on
their performance in the course create a different avenue to assess the usefulness of
VMD and whether the developments made in 2021 to create the VMD 2.0 have helped
to create a better teaching tool. Analysing reflections, however, can have some
drawbacks. For example, 25% of the students in the 2020 cohort stated that they had
found identifying minerals challenging, compared to 64% of students in the 2021
cohort, despite the latter having access to the VMD (Figure 26). This counterintuitively
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suggests that the introduction of the blended VMD 2.0 did not improve students’
perceptions of their ability to identify minerals. However, there were some differences
between the 2020 and 2021 exams that may have contributed to this. In both years,
students were given a run through “instructor-modelled” practice exam where the class
lecturer gave an expert’s overview of an example thin section while following the lab
examination format. In 2020, the thin section used in this practice lab exam (a granite)
had a similar mineralogy and texture to the thin section used in the actual lab exam (a
similar granite). In contrast, during the 2021 the thin section used in the practice lab
exam (an andesite) had a different mineralogy and texture to that used in the lab exam
(a granite). In 2020, the lecturer specifically decided that the cohort might need more
scaffolding due to the additional stress and disruption caused by COVID-19 lockdown
prior to and during the lab exam (Figure 1). The scaffolding added to combat the
effects of COVID-19 on the students in 2020 was not implemented for the 2021 cohort,
as they had a “normal” semester and exam scenario. The difference in scaffolding
between the two cohorts meant that students in 2020 could directly use the practice
exam to help describe the mineralogy during their lab exam while students in 2021
could use the exam techniques but not the mineral-specific descriptions given in the
practice exam. The reduced scaffolding may have caused students from 2021 to
perceive that they struggled more with identifying minerals. When students were
specifically asked to compare their exam scripts with the answer rubric and identify
where they lost marks, the percentages appeared more similar with 78% in 2020 and
85% in 2021 noting that identifying minerals was an area of the exam that they lost
marks in (Figure 28). From this data, the 2021 cohort did not report having significantly
more errors in the mineral ID section of the lab exam than the 2020 cohort. This might
suggest that students’ perceived struggle with mineral ID was more of a confidence
issue which did not strongly manifest in their exam performance.
As students in 2021 had access to the VMD platform and the students in 2020 did not,
a comparison of how the two cohorts perceived the available online material should
reflect the performance of the VMD. When comparing the face-to-face labs in term 1
of 2020 to the blended labs in term 1 of 2021, the results of the reflective
questionnaires show a substantial change in the students’ perceptions of the available
online material. Only 31% of the students from the 2020 cohort perceived the available
online material to be of good quality, as compared to 77% of students in the 2021
cohort (Figure 31). This perceived improvement in quality is also reflected in the
students’ comments. Students in 2021 were insightful and stated that they liked the
ability to access their samples remotely, the ability to review the lab material multiple
times, the feedback provided in the VMD 2.0, and that they enjoyed the step-by-step
guide feature of the VMD 2.0 (Figure 32).
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5.2 Useful Blended Learning Strategies
Student responses in 2021 show that they recognised blended learning strategies
such as being provided with an expert’s view, instructional scaffolding, and cognitive
load reduction as being beneficial to them. Students followed these blended learning
strategies when using the VMD 2.0, which according to the literature can offer some
advantages over purely face-to-face and/or purely online labs (Sweller, 1994;
Bransford et al., 2000; Ambrose, 2010; Belland, 2016)
5.2.1 An Expert’s View
Blended learning strategies like the ones used in the VMD 2.0 can help link students
to expert behaviour. Bransford et al. (2000) explains that people who have developed
expertise in particular areas are able to think effectively about problems in those areas.
General abilities, such as memory and/or intelligence, are not what differentiates
experts from novices in how they analyse problems. Instead, since experts have
acquired extensive knowledge on their topic of expertise, it affects what they notice
and how they organize, represent, and interpret information in their environment. This
in turn, affects their abilities to remember, reason, and solve problems (Bransford et
al., 2000). In a traditional face-to-face lab, exposing students to an expert’s view is
time intensive, and requires lab demonstrators and lecturers to review and model
expert-like analyses of the material to each student individually. This means that in a
traditional lab setting, not every student gets to interact with a demonstrator during the
labs.
5.2.2 Instructional Scaffolding Through Step-By-Step Guidance
In a blended course like GEOL242 in 2021, only one script per sample needs to be
created to emulate an expert’s view, thus giving students in a blended learning
environment additional expert support compared to traditional learning environments.
The VMD acted as a computer-based instructional scaffold for the students in 2021,
as it helped them engage in and gain skill at tasks that were beyond their unassisted
abilities (Belland, 2016). Instructional scaffolding in the form of active learning and
directed feedback is useful as studies have shown that goal-directed practice coupled
with targeted feedback is critical to learning (Ambrose, 2010). The scaffolding provided
by the VMD 2.0 allowed more individualised learning which meant that students did
not require the attention and assistance of an expert as often. As there is not enough
time in a lab for teaching staff to spend time with every student, the VMD 2.0 can free
up lab demonstrators which would allow them to spend more time with those who need
it the most. In a normal lab, some students are better at attracting the attention of
demonstrators than others. Furthermore, some students may be uncomfortable
interacting with demonstrators. The VMD 2.0 provides these students a more equitable
learning experience as it grants everyone equal access to an expert’s opinion.
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5.2.3 Flexible Platform to Reduce Cognitive Load
Cognitive load describes the total amount of mental activity posed on an individual’s
working memory in any one point in time (Kirschner, 2002). As traditional labs cover
a lot of material and information in a short period of time, students are likely overloaded
with information and may not be able to fully process everything they see and hear
without explicit guidance (Sweller, 1994; Kirschner, 2002; Kirschner et al., 2006).
Cognitive load theory states that explicit models of instruction are needed to minimise
cognitive load as this breaks down the information into more manageable chunks
(Kirschner et al., 2006). By breaking down the amount of information into smaller
pieces, the limits of the learner's working memory are less likely to be exceeded when
they are processing instruction and information. The blended labs allowed students to
return to the lab material as many times as they needed to fully understand the new
material presented each week. This out-of-lab practice can reduce some of the novelty
of the lab space and reduce the cognitive load received during lab times and or in lab
exams. The VMD 2.0 allowed students more time to review, reflect, and practice the
skills, scaffolding the concepts that would otherwise not be possible in a traditional lab
setting.
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5.3 Implications for Best Practice
The VMD was shown to be successful in both 2020 and 2021 under different situations
and developing a system like the VMD for other courses and institutions is
recommended. We and others e.g., Whalley et al. (2011) emphasize that building the
virtual microscope is not sufficient for supporting the student learning experience on
its own. An interactive platform (virtual microscope demonstrator or VMD) is necessary
to provide expert prompts and feedback in the absence of a live demonstrator and/or
instructor.
When creating a platform like the VMD, it is beneficial to note that students prefer
having direct feedback and to “know the answer” over having open-ended questions
that do not resolve in the script (Figure 23). This aligns well with research that asserts
the importance of timely and direct feedback for student learning (Ambrose, 2010). As
such, it is recommended that direct feedback is provided after any questions that
students are presented with as it provides students with an expert’s view which can
be accessed at any time. This was one of the main changes that was made to the
VMD 1.0, which acted as a replacement for labs during the COVID-19 lockdown of
2020, in the development of the VMD 2.0, which was used in blended labs in 2021
(Figure 22).
Students in 2021 also used the VMD in many ways, including during the lab as an
assistant, outside the labs as a revision tool, and as a replacement for any labs they
could not attend. As such, it is recommended that the instructor highlight these
different potential applications of the VMD to create awareness of the flexible learning
possibilities that the VMD provides.
Lastly, it is recommended that future research on the VMD run constrained
experiments where learning can be measured, either in a concept test before and after
using learning gains (Hake, 2002) or a systematic comparison of examination results
between two comparable cohorts with sufficient sample size to be statistically relevant
(Tetley & Daczko, 2014; Herodotou et al., 2020). Additionally, these results could then
be used to identify specific skills such as mineral and texture ID etc. that need further
support. Support in the form of scaffolding or instructional guidance could be added to
future iterations of the VMD to aid students in specific areas that they may be
struggling with.
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5.3.1 Key Recommendations
With a view of enhancing and energizing the overall experience of the students and
the instructors involved, and to improve the efficiency and efficacy of course delivery,
the following points can be recommended for future iterations of the VMD or similar
projects.
1. Student feedback in 2021 suggested that the VMD 2.0 could be improved with
the addition of questions which focus on estimating mineral percentages. Figure
30 shows that 54% of students in term 1 of 2021 reported that they struggled
with estimating mineral percentages compared to only 36% in term 1 of 2020.
This may be because the VMD 2.0 provided students with a larger field of view
than a regular microscope objective. See end of Section 4.2.1 (Figure 33).
2. Student feedback also suggested that it would be beneficial to the option to
change between a thin section and its corresponding hand sample. Currently,
the 3D models of rocks are hosted separately from the digital thin sections, and
a simple link could be created which would allow students to access the hand
sample view more readily.
3. Given the success of the VMD, it may be beneficial to increase the number of
samples available on the platform. This could be done manually, or by
automating the photography and photo-stitching process which can be done by
following the instruction of Steiner and Rooney (2021).
4. Other additions that may be useful are features such as allowing annotations,
allowing brush/pen tools for diagrams/sketches, providing grid overlay toggles,
colourblind modes, moveable scale bars, and a screenshot or save function.
Features like these would increase the interactivity of the VMD and would allow
it to act almost like an online notebook. Save functions, annotations, brush tools
for diagrams, and moveable scale bars would make the VMD more personal
and allows students to develop their own understanding through interaction with
the platform. The addition of such features would improve the useability,
versatility, and accessibility of the platform, further bolstering its usefulness to
students.
5. With the potential addition of different features, it is important to ensure that the
content remains relevant to the students’ learning. As such, it is recommended
to monitor the feedback and suggestions made by students using the VMD to
identify what works and what does not. This can be done through the use of
further reflective questionnaires, or simply by gauging what different cohorts
find consistently beneficial and/or relevant.
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5.4 Conclusions
The journey to develop the VMD in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic has been
a challenging but rewarding one. Though VMs have been developed in the past, they
have predominantly been used in the biological sciences (Herodotou et al., 2020).
Furthermore, previously developed VMs did not have a step-by-step guide detailing
how to describe samples and did not provide interactive feedback systems (Whalley
et al., 2011; Tetley & Daczko, 2014; Herodotou et al., 2020). The VMD builds on prior
work by adding an interactive feedback system, and step-by-step guide of the samples
which promotes active learning. Other studies on VMs have also shown that while they
can operate effectively in both purely online, and blended settings, the best results
come from their operation in a blended learning environment (Tetley & Daczko, 2014;
Herodotou et al., 2020). This research aimed to determine the effectiveness of the
VMD as a replacement tool for the second year “Rocks, Minerals and Ores” petrology
and petrography labs during the COVID-19 induced lockdown of 2020. This research
also aimed to modify the VMD based on student feedback so that it could be effective
in a non-COVID setting, and to identify which features made it effective.
The analysis of the reflective questionnaires answers the three main thesis
objectives to:
1 Assess the VMD 1.0 as a temporary replacement for labs in 2020.
2 Use feedback from students to improve the VMD 1.0 to be effective beyond
COVID-19.
3 Identify what features made the VMD 2.0 effective as a supplementary teaching
tool for face-to-face labs in 2021.

In response to objective 1, the VMD 1.0 was effective as a replacement tool for second
year “Rocks, Minerals and Ores” petrology and petrography labs during the COVID19 lockdown of 2020. This is demonstrated by a substantial increase in students’
perception of the usefulness of online material during the lockdown compared to prelockdown.
In response to objective 2, the VMD 1.0 was modified based on student feedback to
develop into a supplementary tool for use in a blended lab environment, VMD 2.0. The
VMD 2.0 was used in the course in 2021 and its success is illustrated because
student’s perception of the online material increased substantially when compared to
a traditional teaching setting. Furthermore, students also identified effective features
of the VMD 2.0 consistent with best practices in blended learning.
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In response to Objective 3, students found the VMD 2.0 to be effective, and the most
effective new features of the VMD 2.0 included (Figure 34):
1 The shortened and more specific step-by-step guide to describe samples.
2 Expert feedback provided when answering multichoice questions.
3 The flexibility of the platform which allowed students to review the lab material
multiple times, and to access the material from anywhere while studying and
revising for exams.

Figure 34. Effective constituents of the VMD 2.0

Overall, these points indicate that the VMD was effective as a replacement to labs
during COVID-19 lockdown of 2020, but not as good as face-to-face labs. However,
students identified many features that imply that the VMD 2.0 worked well in a blended
teaching environment during the course in 2021. Students appreciated and identified
features of the VMD which align with blended learning strategies such as scaffolding,
providing an expert’s view, reducing cognitive load, and flexible learning. The blended
version of the VMD also provides students with more avenues for study as it can easily
be used and accessed from any location, and in a variety of ways.
For those considering the development of a system like the VMD, it is recommended
that the course instructor should be explicit in introducing students to the different ways
that the VMD can be used as a blended and flexible learning tool. It is also
recommended that future studies conducted on the VMD should consider comparing
the exam results between cohorts to see what impacts future iterations could have on
the respective cohorts, and to identify what learning gains can be achieved. As
described in Section 5.3.1, it is also recommended that future iterations of the VMD
consider:
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1. The addition of questions to the VMD script that focus on estimating mineral
percentages.
2. Adding the option to change between a thin section and its corresponding 3D
hand sample model.
3. Increasing the number of samples available on the VMD by automating the
photography and photo-stitching process by following the instruction of Steiner
and Rooney (2021).
4. The addition of features such as allowing annotations, allowing a draw/sketch
function, grid overlays, colourblind modes, moveable scale bars, and a
screenshot or save function.
5. Monitoring the feedback and suggestions made by students using the VMD to
identify what works and what does not.
It is not recommended to use open ended questions in the script. Students preferred
the automatic feedback present in the VMD 2.0 over the open-ended questions
present in the VMD 1.0.
This project has shown that the VMD and similar tools which integrate blended
learning strategies into traditional labs are promising and will likely be more
commonplace in the future. It is my hope that the success of the VMD will inspire
course planners, administrators, and instructors to imagine and develop similarly
empowering education experiences not only for the students they teach, but also for
themselves and the institutions they work for.
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